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Sherwood Music School Courses 
PIANO Study 601 
very excellent Study may be practiced in many ways, varying the rhythm, the accent, and 
·cs. In addition, its daily practice at gradually increasing velocity, will be beneficial 
..,IUUJIA£ 
bands should be drilled separately, at first; and speed may be more readily attained without 
or fatigue if, in this early practice, the habit is formed of keeping the wrist loose by a 
._-.ru impulse on the first note of each group. The fingers must be well curved, and the finger 
Raise each finger well above the key, and retain the firm curved position when striking, 
0 produce tone volume and brilliance. Then, practice with the fingers close to the keys, 
r rate of speed, with less tone volume. 
· tion of rhythm is poss ible by making the notes long and short in alternation, applying 
note rhythm so often recommended. 
ay a variety of accents, in preparatory study, accenting the second, third, or fourth note of 
up, in tead of the first . Other combinations of accents may readily be devised. The whole 
even be played in triplets. The rhythm will, in that case, be materially changed. Three 
will be converted into four, so that the measure accents will only coincide with those of 
lellfiJ18.1 at measures 1, 4, 7, etc. This is a difficult variation, and should not be attempted until 
· iarity with the notes has been attained. 
tion of the dynamics may be made by playing the ascending and descending scale pas -
, crescendo and d~minuendo, then the same reversed. 
'de the music into sections , for practice, and work with careful concentration to obtain equal-
clarity at all velocities. 
CZERNY, Op . 740 , No . 5 
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PIANO Study 602 
This Study contains practice for passages in thirds, partly chromatic and partly diatonic. 
The most important thing in the playing of thirds is to produce the same amount of tone volume 
both keys. To this end, a preparatory exercise, for the fingers singly, may be applied to some of 
groups of thirds, as follows: 
After having practiced selected groups of thirds broken in this manner, with careful attention to 
even amount of tone volume produced by the fingers, the Study may be practiced as written, 
owly at first . A slight pressure, or wrist impulse, may be applied to every third, in the slow prac-
' a.s it will assist in the simultaneous playing of both notes. If the finger technic is uneven or in-
adequately developed, the thirds are too apt to be broken. When the Study has been mastered, and 
played in tempo, the evenness of the playing must depend upon the control of the fingers, aided, 
asibly, by a slight downward impulse at the beginning of each group, only. 
The Study may also be practiced in dotted rhythm, and further varied by occasionally playing 
ca.to. The final rendering should, of course, be legato. 
The following exercise for passing the third finger over the fourth finger, and also over the fifth 
fiDger, will accustom the hand to act quickly and with ease, where such crossings are necessary. 
The accompanying bass, except where the notes are long and sustained, needs to be played 
· h crisp staccato touch. 
Allegro vivace (J:1S2) 
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PIANO Study 603 
.
8 
Study gives further practice in broken chord passages with alternate extensions and con-
:w o(the band. It carries out, at greater length and at higher tempo, the work begun in Study 
.-.... -The present Study ·is al o more advanced in other respects, but the fundamentals of fingering, 
are the same, and so Study 503 will have given excellent preparation for this one. 
p,actice should be slow at first, with strong, firm fingers, and· relaxed wrist. When playing in 
however, the touch must be reduced to mezzo forte, otherwise the work will become too tir-
Tbe demand on the strength of the fingers is very great, but the Study is technically invaluable, 
e serious and conscientious student of piano technic will practice it with enthusiasm. The 
must be legato, without any exception. When playing in tempo, the general effect must be 
of very fluent passage work, with but slight changes in dynamics. 
It will prove helpful to give some special practice to the problem of playing legato when cross-
e thumb under the fingers. In the following preliminary exercise, the B~ is held firmly by 
18C0nd finger w hile the thumb plays F's alternately above and below. 
Measures 24- 27 pres~nt a more difficult problem than most of the other passages. It lies in 
ing the second finger over the thumb, f1·om F (thumb) to C or B-flat (second finger). The fol-
exercises will assist in training the hand for these passages. Raising the wri t when playing 
last note of each group, will be helpful in obtaining a legato effect. 
The sustained quarter note in m a . nre 55-57 and 59-61, must be accented and played with 
utmost legato. This requires that they be held for their full time value. The fifth finger must 
a quickly as possible, and with very little motion, from one key to the next. A slight down-
wrist impulse on each quarter note will help to give the required accent with the least possi-
fibger raising . 
Practice without pedal. 
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PIANO Study 604 
This is a companion Study to No. 603, givingthe arpeggiated passages to the left hand. Study 
presented the same kind of work for the left hand, thus forming a preparatory· study. A review 
the instruction given in the annotation to Study 504, will be beneficial in working out many of 
passages in the present one. 
The following is a preparatory exercise, similar to that given in Study 603, for the legato 
ing of the t humb. 
The figures for the left hand in measure 7 can be used as a hand stretching exercise, the sus- . 
d first note of each figure causing a certain amount of effort in reaching the following notes. 
Other groups may be utilized for the same purpose by a few repetitions with holding notes; as, for 
ance, in measure 15, fifth and sixth groups: 
12142541213253 
?% E t f f t; :II 8Jld in measure 31, thus: ~):~ ;.a j J J 3JJ r J ~ ~ J~ ~:II 
Play the broken chords in the final measures ( 38- 39) with both hands beginning together. 
Do not use the pedal. 
vivace ( J : 144) 
CZERNY, Op . 740, No . 28 
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PIANO Study 605 
Before beginning the preparation of this Study in bravura octaves, read Lesson 113, TECHNIC, 1n 
t obtain a clear concept of the various ways in which octaves may be played. Under the head-er o 
iJII "How to Practice Octaves" are tabulated methods that will be found applicable here. . 
The combined forearm and hand action mentioned in paragraph 7 may be employed for prelimin-
slow practice. This provides a downward wrist impulse on each successive third or octave. The 
ggerated movement, with pressure and full tone, will prepare the hand and fingers for the various key 
C)lllbinations. In measures 1-20 and 45-70, this method of practice will be found especially effective. 
Paragraph 4,in the section of Lesson 113 referred to above, advises full arm stroke, with the im-
pul e from the shoulder- the wrist and forearm fixed. The arm must not be tense, but the muscles 
DlOSt be so well coordinated that the entire arm takes on a vibratory movement, as explained in 
Lesson. In order to avoid fatigue, this method of practice should be used for short periods only, 
first. When mastered, it gives the ability to play octave passages with great speed and brilliance. 
Hand action from the wrist (mentioned in paragraph 5 of this same section of Lesson 113) may 
be employed for the entire Study. With light touch, there will not be much danger of over- fatigue, 
en in fa t tempo. 
The mastery of this Study will give much confidence in octave playing, and will develop two 
important functions of the arm and wrist, namely, endurance and flexibility. 
Vivace (J = 116) 4 
2 
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PIANO Study 6.06 
Chopin , like King Mida of old, had the gift of the "golden touch", for it was appar-
l impossible for him to write even a study without converting the tonal mass into some-
en.t y altogether lovely, charming and beautiful. This characteri tic is especially noteworthy in 
10g resent study, since it is one of three which he was ordered to write for the Moscheles and 
~~t Method, and hence appears without opus number. It has the same exquisiteness that many 
of hi well -known Preludes po se . 
The rhythmical problem of twos against three is here involved, and this was explained, as 
&o it execution, in Le son 41, T ECH TIC, to which the sk.rlent is referred. 
It is helpful, in e tablishing thi rhythm, to play the following variant of the chord arrangement: 
Dynamic variety and rhythmic freedom must be continually in evidence. Clock-work regularity 
or uniformity are generally out of place in music of any kind, and are especially so in that of Chopin. 
It is highly important that the upper tones in the right hand be produced with more weight or 
pressure than the other parts, except in places where a lower voice contains a melodic progression} 
a in measure 17, 
and measures 20 -21, 
The left hand tr ill 1n measure 58 is to be executed thus: . 
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The tempo mark, Allegretto, is significant. This term indicates not only the 
movement (slower than Allegro and fa ter than Andante), but also the charac 
position. It denotes a blithe, gay, yet only moderately lively mood. Pastoral .d tell~ or 
. " . ' l Y lC 
ten bears th1s tempo mark . For that rea on , a howy, dazzhng or impassioned 
the present Study is to be avoided. a ~ICIIIPII..I 
Pedal and all other indications are clearly set forth in the text. They should be 
(imagined), then realized (appropriately executed). 111111•-.. ·-;J 
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PIANO Study 610 
Polyphony 
The following Pr lude and Gigue are s 1 ction from Bach' Fir t Part ita . Bach's Partitas 
e ,et of pieces in dance form . The P artita wa a direct forerunner of the Suite. (See Le son 
6 FORM D ANA LY I .) 
Som difference of opinion exists concerning dyna mic effect in Bach' works. The e ~rork 
ere mainly for the spinet, clavichord, harp ichord or organ. Th harp ichord, for which thi 
compo ition was written, wa one of the direct predece or of the modern pianoforte.(Se Le on 
7, Hr 1'0RY.) According to the cu tom of th p eriod , indic tions as to interpretation w re r ar ly 
uppli d . The tempo , dyna mic, and phra ing marks, and all other indications of expre ion in 
DJodern editions, have been inserted by oth rs , and not always judiciou ly. 
W h n playing works of early polyphonic writer , w e mu t rememb r that the ef~ ct cannot be 
exa tly that imagined by their author , wh th r B ach or any oth r. Had Bach po e ed our modern 
pi no , h would doubtle h ave add d fuller indication a to expre ion . However, the basic mu ical 
ea would probably have been the arne a they are, and the principal thing to keep in mind i that 
if the dynamics employed by the interpreter of Ba h's tim were more limited, it was simply becau e 
of the limitations of the instrument . A to the manner of practice , the mo t helpful way i to mast r 
the variou voice part separately, before attempting to combine them . 
The following ugg tions will be useful: 
1. Play each part, or voice, through, from beginning to end, in a slow tempo, and with uniform-
loud tone. Keep trict time . 
2. Do the a rne thing with very oft tone, and in strict time . 
After practicing each part thu , combine th m. Fir t, play two at a time (such as the two parts 
be played by one hand) ; then add others . 
Thi practice with extreme of dynamic int nsity, a nd in very low tempo, may be follow d by 
radu l approach to the indications of the text . 
The ornament in the Prelude are to be interpreted as follows : 
~(a) 
¥ r r r r r r II 
Th embellishm nts to which no reference l tters are app nded in the text, ar repetition . The 
·erted mordent at(a), for xample, has many recurr nee , all of which are to be r ndered similarly. 
. The outstanding mood of the Gigue i that of geniality and,p rhap ,jovia lity. Hence, we cannot 
lll J·pret the f 's of mea ur 23, 31 and 43, or the ff' of mea ure 12 and 24, in an ·impassioned 
rn nner, as if a Liszt had writt n them. Dyna mic , like ma ny oth r ingredient of music-making, 
ar 
PUrely relative. A fine piano and pianissimo touch hould predominate here , a nd the louder 
ones ar only relatively loud. 
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This piece, furthermore, need not be played in trict time, a lyricism alwaysde 
of movement in addition -to inflection, a nd uch freedom i in place even in Bach. As 
history, free tempo is much older than the Romantic or even the Classical School. ltbaa 
in folk -music. 
Since the Gigue is a dance form, the light and rhythmic character should everywbe 
apparent to the listener. We also have a dialogue between two voices or instruments· re 
, 
two elements- rhythm and lyricism- the latter should always predominate. 
Students have a tendency to distort the two eighths of each triplet of the accompanying 
These are frequently played in a quick, uneven manner, which is ill-suited to the style of 
position. Give special attention to this phase of the playing·- the accompaniment figur e. 
tone and good taste in other respects may be marred by faulty accompaniment. 
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Polyphony 
" The folloWing composition, called Gavotte and Musette;'is from the Third English Suite (see Les on 
RM AND ANALYSIS). We have here another of Bach.,s many gems of perennial beauty .The Gavotte 
ld French dance form, beginning on the second half of duple or quadruple measure. You are 
0 
to Lesson 54, FORM AND .ANALYSIS, in which extract from this work are Utied as illustrations 
text. 
e dynamics and .other elements of expression must be so handled that the .many repet"i -
indicated will have variety .anq interest. :After the Musette is played, there is a return .to 
part, the Gavotte. After a lJa Capo sign the repeti tioils are generally omitted. 
ulready mentioned in connection with Bach's works, much difference of opinion exists in the mat-
dynamic effects, because, in the early days, these were left entirely to the whim or taste of the in-
. This is the more to be regretted since Bach's music demands much dynamic variety. A valu-
tion is to make such use of dynamics that the effect may seem perfectly natural, simple and 
playing is always at fault and uninteresting when a composition is rendered with the same tonal 
throughout; yet it is a fine test of control to do this for occasional practice. It will be found 
· cult to do it very softly and slowly than loudly and moderato. It is well to try both of these 
practice, and it will then be easier for you to select just the amount of tone and speed which 
various voice parts should be well mastered separately and in combination before . beginning 
lllllllelltati·< lD with dynamic effects. 
embellishments are to be rendered as follows: 
(a) (b) (c) 4 ffi 11 rcrcccrrrrrrfftC 1v I ID II 
Gavotte 
GAVOTTE AND MUSETTE 
(From the Third English Suite) 
Allegro moderato 
....--- 4 
2 
3 2 
4 1 
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PIANO Study 651 
Thi Study affords practice in extending the right hand to very wide intervals . Extensions 
e left hand were given in Study 554, and the present Study may be regarded as a more 
w.ttra.•·" example of the same kind of work. The melodic line can be made very di tinct by 
the first , third, fifth and seventh notes of each group with a slight accent, a follows: 
will be advisable to analyze the har~onic structure. For instance, the first and second 
in the first measure , belong to the · tonic triad of Bb; and the third, to the chord of the 
seventh. The latter takes us back to a repetition of the first chord, the third group 
being the dominant seventh of C minor, and so on. 
e practice of this Study with rotary action ( see Lesson 105, TECHNIC) will best secure 
ired result, namely, a fluent and rounded legato. If the hand of the student is too small 
h from D to F, the interval of a tenth, at the beginning of the first measure, he should, 
riking D, swing over to F, with the hand moving as quickly as possible through the arc 
circle. (See illustration 2, Lesson 105, TECHNIC.) 
e figures in measure 23 offer stretching practice for the hand. Use the arc-like move-
de cribed above for the skip D to F, and very slowly at first; then in tempo, with loose 
ction · The same method for practicing .is to be used for the second group in measure 31. 
third group in measure 16 may be repeated several times as an exercise for the fourth 
ifth fingers, sustaining the first F# to the end of the figure. While practicing as an ex-
accent with the fourth finger, in order tn strengthen this naturally weak finger. 
oUow th f . . . 
e mgermg and dynamic marks most conscientiously, in order tog t the full bene-
i very melodious and musical Study. 
arpe . 
ggio of the last chord is produced by the two hands beginning simultaneously. 
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e have here, as in Study 555, a melody with a trill accompaniment played simultaneously by 
e hand, but here the task is much more e~acting, as the trill is assigned to the fourth and 
The oft-repeated admonition to avoid over-exertion must be carefully observed. It will be ad-
to discontinue or change, the moment fatigue of muscles is felt. When striking the double 
hich form the beginning of each· group, the stroke may be assisted with a slight down wrist 
. This will give more sureness, and better control of the sustained note. 
chain of trills occurs in several places in the Study; that is, a continuous succession of 
on consecutive scale degrees. (See Lesson 68, GENERAL THEORY.) 
The essential character of a trill makes it desirable to have as rapid as possible an alterna-
of the principal note and the auxiliary note. In practicing this Study, play a group of four 
• econd notes, for t he trill, against each eighth note of the other part. Where a turn is 
..... IAA.ry, the group may be increased to five notes. The preliminary practice of the right hand 
5-6, for example, will be as follows: 
The chain of trills may omit the turns, and in measures 9 -11 they will be connected thus: 
the principal note of each trill in measures 13-15 is preceded by a note on the same scale 
'the trill may begin with the auxiliary note. The turn· will then be included in a four-note 
but Will cause a repetition in attacking the .next group. 
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Measure 31 begins with the principal note on the beat again, and measure as et 
' c., 
is played as explained above for measure 13, etc., right hand. · 
For the sake of rhythmical variety, the trill may be played with six notes (equaling 
of si-rteenth notes), instead of four, to the sustained eighth note . 
This most important technical study should at first b e practiced very slowly with W8U.O•III• 
finger action , and firm touch. Do not venture to play it in t empo until slow practice baa 
scientiously carried out. The prime consideration in trill practice is regularity and am* ... IU• 
er than speed. In this, accent plays an important and necessary part. When playing in 
fingers are not raised high, but kept close to the keys. 
26 27 
5 
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The playing of this Study calls for the odsp staccato produced by hand action and a flexible wrist . 
'fbe principal difficulty lies in the fact that there is a change of finger position for practically every 
dlord· The fingers must be prepared for these new chord positions before the hand is permitted to reach 
Uw keyboard. (See Lesson 22, T ECHNIC .) 
In order to adapt the hand to the various chord positions, practice at first with down wrist action 
00 
each chord, detaching all the chords in mezzo staccato manner. Play forte, applying weight and 
p-essure to each chord. In this practice, also, the chord position should be prepared before the hand 
reaches the key· 
The octave passage with inner notes in measure 32 is played with fixed position of the hand and 
rorearm, and additional impulse from the elbow. The octaves marked ffin measures 50 and 51 are to 
be played with fixed position of the hand, forearm, and upper arm, with further assistance of the shoul-
der. When practicing this passage slowly, it would be well to use a great amount of physical force , 
in order to develop the necessary brilliance; for such ff passages often occur in modern. piano com-
positions. 
The whole Study is to be played strictly staccato. Practice the right hand part alone until the chord 
positions have been well prepared and the playing made smooth; then add the left hand part, observing 
the rest£ and staccato marks. 
Molto a llegro ( J = 152) 
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aim of this Study is to gain finger control, both in the matter of speed and of dynamics. 
Th:r when you have mastered it so you can play it at a high speed, with full observance of dy-
. ;ading, you w ill find it a composition of real beauty. There must be great clarity, even-
':nd brilliance of tone, reminiscent of rippling water. 'lb attain these qualities requires much and 
practice. 
Fir t take the right hand alone, being careful to connect the tones in a perfect legato. In some 
the' skips between the groups will require special attention: for instance, in connecting the 
IP~..IIIDOIJU and third group s of measure 3, the fourth group of measure 3 with the fir t group of 
....... :on~ 4, the first and second groups of measure 4, and elsewhere. Practice partic~larly to 
lbiii1D hold of the last key of one group until the first key of the next group is reached. 
Practice at first w ith raised fingers, firm touch andforte, and then practi~e pianissimowith 
fmgers close to the keys. 
The wri t must be relaxed. The gradual raising of the wrist as each group is played, fol- . 
by downward action on the first part of the next group, will tend to eliminate tension. 
The use of accents applied in various ways will help considerably to acquire the absolute ev-
.... of tone so essential here. Practice with accents on the first, third and fifth notes of each 
and then again with the accents on the second, fourth and sixth notes of each group. The 
i particularly recommended, as it will counteract the tendency to give undue prominence 
e notes played by the thumb. 
The left hand must be played vigorously throughout, giving especial emphasis to notes of long 
peed should not be attempted until the preliminary methods of practice have been well worked 
d a smooth legato attained. After such practice, the metronome may be brought into use, 
an occasional test made of progress in speed control. 
e no pedal. Dynamic variety must result from hand and finger· work. 
MOSCHELES, Op. 70, No.1 
Allegro moderato (J ·= 122) 
f 
~· 
--------------------------------
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I this Study, strict legato passages alternate with crisp staccato. The octaves are almost 
. ~y chromatic, and provide many opportunities for the use of the fourth finger, and for wrist 
e ion and elevation. In all legato passages, the fourth finger is to be used on the black keys 
r~he fifth finger on the white keys~ In the staccato work, also, the fourth finger may occasion-
be 0 ed on a black key. 
The first four sixt eenth notes, and the following three eighth notes, form a musical and techni- . 
motive in use continuously throughout the whole Study. The four legato sixteenths should be prac-
follows: With the wrist in an elevated position, place the fingers on the first black key oc-
E~; then lower the wrist and strike the following Eq. The next octave, F, being also on white 
i likewise played with the low wrist; then elevate the wrist and strike F#. The principle of 
tion and depression of the wrist on black and white keys is to be followed throughout. The 
octaves in eighth notes, being marked staccato, are played with the wrist and forearm. 
In measures 17-21, the octave are all marked staccato. Practice these with a .light, flexible 
· and forearm, as explained above. Measures 25 and 26 should be played with heavy pressure, 
with elevation and depression of the wrist on black and white keys. . The octaves in measures 
- , in contrary motion, should be practiced many times over with each hand separately, before 
them together. The chords in the same measures are .to be played with fixed wrist and 
rm, rai ing both about two inches high, and striking with well-formed finger position. 
Exerci e 505, 553, 602 and 605 will have provided very important preliminary practice for the 
of thi Study. While practicing studies and exercises for wrist control, it is a.dv.isable to pause 
ly; and to rest completely when conscious of fatigue in the arm or wrist. Strength and flex-
of these members of the playing apparatus are necessary in order to cope successf'ully with 
rn technical problems; and to reach this goal requires avoidance of overstrained muscles, as 
conscientious practice . 
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Practically all of the twenty- seven Studi . of Chopin ar genuine tone poems , and to none 
0 
that term be more truly applied than to this on , generally known as "The Aeolian Harp'! 
order to give it a n appropriate interpretation , the tudent !-;houlrl imagine the effect of simi-
broken chord figures played upon a harp, with the fir t note of each group slightly pre-
lllinating and for ming the melody. The hearer will then have the impress ion of a pla, tic 
&abile, with a soft, rippling, broken chord accompaniment. The melody is indicated by large 
and hould be played so as to give a song -like effect. 
' 
Be ides the chief melody, continuing in the uppermos t part throughout, there are other 
lodic progressions to bring out. The most obvious one is tha t shown by the large notes in 
left hand part of .measures 17-20. Another occurs in measure 15-16, where the notes 
the pesante marks - E - D-F-E in measure 15, and F-E -D-E (the notes of an orna-
resolved su pension) in measure 16. 
Before attacking the purely mechanica l problem~, the chord outlines may be studied in 
uch way as the following, to gain familiar ity with them : 
The extended chord pa sages of the accompaniment are not to be played with fingers mov-
lely from the knuckles. The shorter the finger , the more it beco.mes imperative to make 
or complementary movement of the wrist - up, down , and lateral. The wrist action is down 
e fir t of each six- note group- that is, on the melody note. This will provide the changp, 
ition so essential for freedom a nd relaxation . 
The Wrist must muve in a la tera l direction in order to assist in obtaining the utmost 
· The la t note of each group of sixteenth::; shonld be · connected smoothly with the 
note of the next group, although it mus t not be ma de to ound like a melody note . 
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T he fir st notes only (the large notes) are to be prominent and singing. Moreover 
ration for striking each melody note is importa nt. The hand, or finger, should b~ 
the exact reach, witp the wrist ready te drop when the note is played. -a..w·..:. 
The hand itself -should remain in an extended position throughout the entire 
the moderate rea ches can be covered by the fingers . For instance, in playing the 
of the four th measure, when the fifth finger is on B~, the hand is· extended so tha& O 
rea dily by the second f inger, a nd E~ by the third finger. But in reaching for the 10\Ver 
.......... 
relea:sing the E b an octave above , the wris t must move quickly towards the left. This IIMIIIIIIa 
be made a s soon a s the fifth finger r elease s the Bb. It is evident, of course, that the 111111111~ 
cannot be held, but must be connected by mea ns of the pedal. 
Study every group in this way, a nd see that the hand is prepared 
ition. T ake any extended note group, a nd examine it to find the highest and lowest 
intermediate or middle point. Then try to connect the middle note with the highest 
gain with the lowest note. When this has been done, practice making the bes t 
nection between the lowest a nd the highest , con tinually holding the middle note, 8lld 
to form a pivot for the ha nd. The quick , la ter a l motion of the 
playing , w ill be ga ined in this way. 
T he same method of practice should be a pplied to the left hand part. 
Every thing possible must be done to obtain evenness a nd fluency. For technical 
it will be found of va lue to pla ce a n accent in turn on each one of the six notes of the JI{I'1IIUIIIII 
tice of this nature should be in slow tempo a t fir s t , increasing· the rate of speed as 
.the purely mechanical movements is acquired . 
Great care ::;hould be g iven to the use of the pedal . In many instances, one 
throughout a whole measure or more, but it is g enerally advisable to partly raise the 
melody note. T his note will then sing, a nd yet the continuity of the chord will no& 
T he trill in measure 48 is to be rendered a s follows : 
T he arpeggia ted f inal chord must be played so that the uppermost note reoeW. 
.accent, delayed by mea ns of a r itard.alndo on the trill . 
Allegro ::;o tenuto d : 10 1) 
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Polyphony 
The Siciliano is a Sicilian peasant dance, which moves smoothly along in six-eight measure, 
and in character and content is much like a Pastorale . 
A tranquil, appealing, and slightly plaintive melody is the center of interest throughout this 
composition. It is accompanied by an unobtrusively flowing cuntrapuntal line, with regularly 
recurring single notes or chords added, to complete the harmonic structure. The harmonic line is 
of such importance that Bach's ever-present polyphonic skill is less prominent than usual. 
To distinguish it from its background, the leading melody must be played with more weight 
and preRsure than the accompaniment. Such a composition as this may be regarded as a fine study . 
in relative weights and pressures. In these details, great artists use a much wider variety than less 
rienced players. This is one reason for their eminence as pianists. 
Practice the outstanding melody and its accompanying counterpoint separately at first, not 
y to gain technical mastery of them, but also to fix the melodic line of each in your mind. 
though subdued, the counterpoint in the accompaniment may 'be endowed with a certain eloquence .. 
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Polyphony 
Idealizations of dance forms first made their appearance in the late sixteenth century, and 
form of mu ical expre sion continued to develop tlu·oughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 
nturie . For further information concerning the Sarabande and the Bourn~e, see Lesson 58, 
RM AKD ANALYSIS. 
It is important to r ecognize the well-defined lyric (legato) character of the Sarabande, 
and the percussive ( taccato) character of the B ourree. Of the two tyle , the former is the more 
·cult to p lay, as the piano is es entially an instrument of percussion. 
No matter wheth r legato or staccato element predominate in a Bach composition, you will 
, upon close observation and listening, that all of his voice, m· melody, parts are delightfully 
al. In other words, if you take any part through, from beginning to end, you will find that 
can be hummed or sung. In fact, nearly all music was idiomatically vocal up to the time of 
hoven, when the purely instrumental style began to be developed and exploited. 
Whether piano music i written in song or dance form, i , after all, quite immaterial. There 
r was a dance form without lyric values; nor a song form devoid of rhythm. The only dif-
ce, essentially, between the two is that in dance forms the rhythmic element predominates, 
'le in the song form the lyric element predominates. 
In a dance form, the tempo has a bearing upon the right relationship between its rhyth-
·c and lyric qualities. A low moving dance, as the Sarabande, for instance, permits of more 
upon the lyric el~ment; while a faster moving dance, such as the BomTee makes the rhyth-
pattern the important ·feature. 
The suggestions concerning study, practice, dynamic treatment, etc. given with prev-
polyphony studies taken from Bach, apply with equal force to the Sarabande and Bourn~~e 
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(From the Third French Suite. ) 
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